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1UP COVER STORY | WEEK OF JUNE 25 | VIDEO GAME MUSIC FESTIVAL

Zuntata and the Future-Proofing of
Game Music
Cover Story: A look at how Taito's house band remained ahead of the game
music curve.

sually, when video game developers create music for their games, composers score a set
of pieces, create some demos, and record the final playlist using studio musicians or
company sound programmers. Publishers will even occasionally allow them to commission

entire orchestras or established popular bands to add to a game. But unless a company has an in-
house musician on the payroll, very little collaboration happens. This practice used to be less
common, as publishers would boast claims over luminaries such as Nobuo Uematsu or Koji Kondo,
but today, most companies send out contracts to freelance composers, reducing the process to a
simple business transaction. And while this can still result in some inspired pieces of video game
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music, true musical ambition is almost always hampered.

Bubble Bobble Theme

This makes the fact that a group like Zuntata still thrives in the industry all the more amazing. Dubbed
as Taito's house band, Zuntata created some of the most beloved, ambitious video game music of the
past few decades. Though it would be more accurate to describe them as a musicians' collective ?
collaborating on the larger feel of a game's sound, but allowing each individual member his or her
own pieces or even entire games ? Zuntata is also a real band that performs its tunes in concert. As
such, they approach each project they take on as any band would an album, except with the added
wrinkle of making the music fit the game.

Of course, back when Taito made simple arcade games, creating appropriate music proved less of an
issue. Many of Taito's game themes were so abstract and fanciful that it sufficed just to make fun
songs to transpose onto the action. The theme from Bubble Bobble is a perfect example of this, as it
was spritely enough to match the saccharine visuals. It also shows Zuntata's understanding of song
structure at its most base level. The song has three distinct parts that weave together perfectly: The
melody, which is the note progressions at the forefront of the song, defines the song by creating the
catchy instrumental that everyone remembers playing over and over. The two low notes that play
incessantly throughout the song create the rhythm that pushes the song forward. The third part, which
alternately blends with the melody or echoes it at different parts in the song, punctuates different
phrases of notes, creating a much fuller sound. While most competent composers understand how to
meld different parts, Zuntata's status as a band gives them an extra leg up. In this light, you can
easily view the Bubble Bobble theme as consisting of lead, backup, and rhythm.

"CHAOS" from Darius

The true lineage of Zuntata's signature sound, however, started with horizontal shoot-em-up Darius,
an impressive game that spanned across more stages than you could play in one playthrough thanks
to the branching level progression. An incredibly wide arcade screen and giant bosses made the
game feel much larger than anything that had come before. Latching onto this feeling of vastness,
Zuntata composed the title theme, "CHAOS", with the creation of the universe in mind. Alternating
between quiet and aggressive moments, "CHAOS" came into being with the intention of embodying
the same sudden rush of creation that The Big Bang did (which was also the original title of the
piece). For the first time, Zuntata looked past the literal constructions of a game and pulled more
abstract themes out, building a song or soundtrack concept out of that instead. This approach would
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eventually define the Zuntata sound for years to come.

When you take their body of work as a whole, it's easy to hear the many prog influences, so it should
come as no surprise that they naturally gravitate towards conceptual music. While "CHAOS" began
this trend, modern games like Space Invaders Infinity Gene took the practice a step further by
intertwining the game's concept and the soundtrack's from inception. The game starts by presenting
you with the original Space Invaders level complete with authentic sound effects. This soon phases
into a different scene where quotes from Charles Darwin appear and both new and old enemies rush
onto the scene in new patterns. Your ship slowly gains powers like the ability to move anywhere on
the screen and different kinds of guns, further cementing the theme of evolution the game wants to
embody. The music follows suit, providing three different versions of each song which "evolve" from
retro-sounding beeps to modern electronica, though true to the "gene" part of the title, the songs
retain both their Zuntata and Space Invaders DNA, inheriting the best of what came before. Classic
games rarely played with the grand concepts that Zuntata always did, so Infinity Gene proved a
perfect marriage, serving only to strengthen their standing even as their contemporaries disappeared.

Space Invaders Infinity Gameplay

Zuntata themselves evolved over the years, improving their craft and learning to tailor music not just
to the theme of a game, but marrying it to the gameplay itself with dynamic songs and sound effects
that react to what the player does. Tetsuya Mizuguchi's seminal Rez achieved this, but few others
followed suit. But when Taito came out with Space Invaders Extreme, Zuntata proved that they had
the chops to help create their own Rez. This aim was clear just from looking at the in-game graphics,
which displayed both backgrounds and enemies in a trippy rainbow of colors, but it was the music
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and sound design that truly made it a worthy contemporary. As you shot down invaders, the defeat
sounds matched the music both in sound and rhythm. Certain power-ups added another layer of
music on top of the default tune as well as your laser accents. Your progress creates a unique spin
on the base background music. The result revitalized the Space Invaders franchise and cemented
Zuntata's place in game music.

But as much as we laud them for game music, they still are, at their heart, a band who releases music
CDs and performs live concerts on a regular basis even as they're making music for Taito. Most
people only ever experience their music in the context of as game, which is what most of their work is
meant for. Sadly, that means many don't notice it because it's built to be in the background while
players focus on the gameplay. But the entire point of Groove Coaster, an iPhone rhythm game, is
the music. A simple game where you just tap your finger to the music and prompts, the game is
structured like the track listing of an album. You play through a cavalcade of original songs and
remixes of classic Taito hits. Each level featured a song that was also labeled with the name of the
individual Zuntata member who composed it, which highlights Zuntata's status as a loose coalition of
united musicians. Odd for how sparse the gameplay itself was, it marked a great reversal: The music
was at the forefront, while the gameplay was secondary. It's a game you need to pay attention to very
closely in order to play, but the true point seemed to be as a way to actively experience music. While
it doesn't sound like a big deal, Groove Coaster feels like an interactive CD you could take anywhere,
something fairly unprecedented for how slick the entire package is.

"Happy Smiling" from Groove Coaster

The legacy of Zuntata runs deep. They helped define the classic era of Taito thanks to soundtracks
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Comments (2)

for games like Bubble Bobble, Arkanoid, Darius, Elevator Action, RayStorm, and more. And yet they
managed to not only survive in the modern era of games, but thrive and set new trends. Their
technical understanding of music and sound allowed them to connect them to both gameplay and
visuals seamlessly. Their love of building music around big, abstract concepts suggested ambition
beyond their contemporaries. But most importantly, they always design game music as if it's truly
integral to the game experience. Modern game designers are putting more and more importance on
greater synergy between all the individual pieces of a game, but Zuntata never envisioned a games
industry where that wasn't the case. How did Zuntata survive the transition from the classic era to the
modern one? The industry finally caught up to Zuntata.

Jeremy Signor

Jeremy Signor does all he can to spread the good word about quality game music, but a word of caution to budding
audiophiles: Even quality songs can drive someone mad if played on repeat enough, especially the Bubble Bobble
theme...grab the cocktail for 3000 points...huh? Was I saying something?
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Zunata is one of my all-time favorite game music composers. Nice to see this piece. 
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